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 ( ===Downloads=== ||Main file|| Q: Setting file names in directory When I launch my.bat file (to process files in a directory), it works fine. However, if I modify the file names of the files that I want to process, the job fails. My understanding is that if the file name in a directory is longer than 260 characters, the directory gets renamed to the.bat file's name and the batch file is unable to find the file.
Is there any way around this? I'm guessing that the solution could involve making the name shorter, but I'm not sure. EDIT: Here's a snippet of my code. @echo off cd \adagio\logic\train\data for %%i in (*.txt) do call trainsuite.bat "%%i" A: Use the following pattern to stop batch from renaming your files when processing them: for %%I in (*.txt) do call trainsuite.bat "%%~I" difference between
packages.json and npm init My question is related to npm init. If I run npm init in my project, it automatically creates a package.json file. I have 2 questions about package.json file: what is the purpose of package.json file and when to use it? What's the difference between package.json and npm init? what is the purpose of package.json file It's a Node.js thing. npm init is used to initialize a new

project. package.json is used to store project configuration, mainly dependencies (npm), packages version, author, dependencies etc. In general, modern data processing systems are provided with a memory architecture which allows the memory system to be accessed through various interfaces. A particular interface typically provides direct access to the memory by allowing direct random access to
the data contained within the memory system. The direct access allows a program to access any desired address and retrieve the data at that address. However, the direct access also allows a malicious program to access any desired address and retrieve 82157476af
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